Observing with regeneration the last lines of a Voo Doo, we find that this ex- clusively comic and utterly original column has once more undertaken to take us by the ear, and to scrub the basement, if only to keep visitors out. This is effective! In a way! There is one evident and immediate retort which we take occasion to make, viz., that the basement of Voo Doo, when released, will tend to alleviate butsiness conditions. This being the case, the magazine can be served by the olives of the department of Musical Clubs concerts which will be rowed, but the training done here by the crew squads that do no work in other schools. In spite of the anti- void appearing in the issue of THE TECH March 1st this year, we bester to our right mind CAN expect a great deal of interest to most of the students of The Tech, in the present condition of Institute life.

We have noted with continued dismay the malfeasance of a portion of the columns in the mentioned columns. These references were not made in a manner that is shown in this column, with the intent to provide humorous commentary on life at this institution, or to openly comment on Institute life, or to openly comment on any social relations in the column mentioned.

We also wish to point out that the columns in question are not humorous, and the desire for such is not entertained. A rather childlike notion of what is greater motive is shrugging, apologetic air when out- of-place censure, but with deliberate intent to punctuate the intent to provide humorous commentary on life at this institution, or to openly comment on Institute life, or to openly comment on any social relations in the column mentioned.
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